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supported by higher government spending, increase 

in private investment and a lower trade deficit. 

However, factory activity and retail sales moderated 

in April. Economic activity in the Euro area has 

remained weak due to muted industrial activity and 

weak business confidence. Leading indicators point 

to a further slowdown in the Euro area in Q2. In the 

UK, GDP growth for Q1 picked up on high retail sales 

and government expenditure. However, the outlook is 

clouded by uncertainty relating to Brexit. The Japanese 

economy accelerated in Q1 on net exports gains and 

increased public investment. In April, industrial 

production improved, while retail sales fell.

3.  Economic activity has slowed in many emerging 

market economies (EMEs). In Q1:2019, the Chinese 

economy grew at the same pace as in the previous 

quarter, though slightly above consensus expectations. 

However, incoming data on industrial production 

and retail sales suggest that the growth momentum 

may weaken in Q2. The Russian economy, which had 

shown some signs of recovery in Q4:2018, weakened 

in Q1 on muted domestic activity and trade. Economic 

activity in South Africa contracted in Q1 pulled down 

mainly by a sharp decline in manufacturing activity. 

Brazil’s economy contracted in Q1 for the first time 

since 2016 and there are fears that it could return to 

recession.

4.  Crude oil prices remained volatile, reflecting 

evolving demand-supply conditions underpinned by 

the production stance of the OPEC plus, rising shale 

output, weakening global demand and geo-political 

concerns. The strengthening of the US dollar had 

weakened gold prices; however, prices picked up since 

the last week of May on escalating trade tensions, 

reviving its demand as a safe haven asset. Inflation 

remains below target in several economies, though it 

has shown an uptick since March.

5.  Financial markets have been driven by 

uncertainties surrounding US-China trade 

 On the basis of an assessment of the current 

and evolving macroeconomic situation, the Monetary 

Policy Committee (MPC) at its meeting today decided 

to:

	 •	 reduce	 the	 policy	 repo	 rate	 under	 the	

liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) by 25 

basis points to 5.75 per cent from 6.0 per 

cent with immediate effect.

 Consequently, the reverse repo rate under the 

LAF stands adjusted to 5.50 per cent, and the marginal 

standing facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate to 6.0 

per cent.

 The MPC also decided to change the stance of 

monetary policy from neutral to accommodative.

 These decisions are in consonance with the 

objective of achieving the medium-term target for 

consumer price index (CPI) inflation of 4 per cent 

within a band of +/- 2 per cent, while supporting 

growth.

 The main considerations underlying the decision 

are set out in the statement below.

Assessment

Global Economy

2.  Global economic activity has been losing 

pace after a somewhat improved performance in 

Q1:2019, reflecting further slowdown in trade and 

manufacturing activity. Among advanced economies 

(AEs), economic activity in the US strengthened in Q1, 
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negotiations and Brexit. In the US, the equity market 

has experienced some selling pressures since early 

May on escalation of trade tensions with China and 

recently, with Mexico. Equity markets in most EMEs 

have lost steam due to the waning risk appetite on 

rising geo-political uncertainties and weakening 

global trade prospects. Bond yields in the US picked 

up in April on better GDP data for Q1, but declined 

in May on subdued economic data and expectations 

of a dovish monetary policy stance. Bond yields in 

Germany slipped into negative territory on weak 

economic data; in Japan, they remained negative on 

indications of sustained accommodation. In many 

EMEs, bond yields have been falling with central 

banks adopting accommodative monetary policy to 

boost economic growth. In currency markets, the US 

dollar strengthened on better than expected domestic 

economic data for Q1. Most EME currencies have 

depreciated against the US dollar.

Domestic Economy

6.  Turning to the domestic economy, on May 31, 

2019 the National Statistical Office (NSO) released 

quarterly estimates of gross domestic product (GDP) 

for Q4:2018-19 and provisional estimates of national 

income for 2018-19. GDP growth for 2018-19 has been 

estimated at 6.8 per cent year-on-year (y-o-y), down 

by 20 basis points from the second advance estimates 

released on February 28, pulled down by a downward 

revision in private final consumption expenditure 

(PFCE) and moderation in exports. Quarterly data  

show that domestic economic activity decelerated 

sharply to 5.8 per cent in Q4:2018-19 from 6.6 per 

cent in Q3 and 8.1 per cent in Q4:2017-18. Gross fixed 

capital formation (GFCF) growth declined sharply to 

3.6 per cent, after remaining in double digits in the 

previous five quarters. Private consumption growth 

also moderated. The drag on aggregate demand 

from net exports increased in Q4 due to a sharper 

deceleration in exports relative to imports. However, 

the overall slowdown in growth was cushioned by 

a large increase in government final consumption 

expenditure (GFCE).

7.  On the supply side, agriculture and allied 

activities contracted, albeit marginally, in Q4:2018-

19 due to a decline in rabi production. According to 

the third advance estimates, foodgrains production 

at 283.4 million tonnes for 2018-19 was lower by 0.6 

per cent compared with the previous year mainly 

due to lower production of rabi rice, pulses and 

coarse cereals. However, there has been a catch-up in 

foodgrains production relative to earlier estimates. 

Foodgrains stocks at 72.6 million tonnes as on May 

16, 2019 were 3.4 times the prescribed buffer norms. 

Growth in manufacturing activity weakened sharply to 

3.1 per cent from 6.4 per cent in the previous quarter. 

Service sector growth, however, accelerated, supported 

by financial, real estate and professional services, and 

public administration, defence and other services. In 

contrast, construction activity slowed down markedly.

8.  Moving beyond Q4, the India Meteorological 

Department (IMD) has predicted that south-west 

monsoon rainfall (June to September) is likely to be 

normal at 96 per cent of the long period average (LPA). 

The current weak El Niño conditions over the Pacific 

are likely to continue during the monsoon. However, 

currently prevailing neutral Indian Ocean Dipole 

(IOD) conditions may turn positive in the middle of 

the monsoon season and persist thereafter, which 

augur well for the rainfall outlook.

9.  Growth in eight core industries decelerated 

sharply in April, pulled down largely by coal, crude 

oil, fertilisers and cement. Credit flows from banks to 

large industries strengthened, though they remained 

muted for micro, small and medium industries. Based 

on early results of the Reserve Bank’s order books, 

inventory and capacity utilisation survey (OBICUS), 

capacity utilisation (CU) in the manufacturing sector 

improved to 77 per cent in Q4 from 75.9 per cent in Q3; 

seasonally adjusted CU, however, slipped marginally 
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to 75.2 per cent in Q4 from 75.8 per cent in Q3. The 

business assessment index (BAI) of the industrial 

outlook survey (IOS) in Q1:2019-20 remained 

unchanged at its level in the previous quarter. Imports 

of capital goods – a key indicator of investment 

activity – remained anaemic in April. However, the 

manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) 

edged up to 52.7 in May with strengthening of output, 

new orders and employment.

10. High frequency indicators suggest moderation 

in activity in the service sector. Sales of commercial 

vehicles, tractors, passenger cars, and three and 

two wheelers contracted in April. Railway freight 

traffic growth decelerated. Domestic air passenger 

traffic growth contracted in March, but turned 

around modestly in April. Two key indicators of 

construction activity, viz., cement production and 

steel consumption, slowed down in April. The PMI 

services index moderated to 50.2 in May on subdued 

growth of new businesses.

11. Retail inflation, measured by y-o-y change in CPI, 

remained unchanged in April, at its March level of 2.9 

per cent, with higher inflation in food and fuel groups 

being offset by lower inflation in items excluding food 

and fuel.

12. The April food inflation print showed an increase 

to 1.4 per cent from 0.7 per cent in March. Within the 

food group, vegetables moved out of nine months 

of deflation. However, three sub-groups, viz., fruits, 

pulses and sugar, remained in deflation in April, 

though the extent of deflation moderated. Among 

other food sub-groups, inflation in prices of milk, oils 

and fats, spices, non-alcoholic beverages and prepared 

meals moderated, while inflation in meat, fish and 

eggs prices ticked up.

13. Inflation in the fuel and light group rose to 2.6 

per cent in April from the February trough of 1.2 per 

cent, pulled up by prices of liquified petroleum gas 

due to an increase in international prices. Inflation in 

subsidised kerosene also rose, reflecting the impact 

of the calibrated increase in its administered price. 

Electricity prices moved out of three months of 

deflation in April. Prices of rural fuel consumption 

items – firewood, chips and dung cake – moved into 

deflation.

14. CPI inflation excluding food and fuel fell 

sharply to 4.5 per cent in April from 5.1 per cent in 

March – the largest monthly decline since April 2017. 

The moderation in inflation was broad-based, with 

household goods and services, and personal care 

and effects sub-groups registering the largest fall in 

April; housing inflation was the lowest since June 

2017, reflecting softening in house rents in urban 

areas. Inflation in clothing and footwear also touched 

its historical low in the new all-India CPI series. 

Inflation in education, health and transportation and 

communication moderated as well.

15. Inflation expectations of households in the May 

2019 round of Reserve Bank’s survey declined by 

20 basis points for the three-month ahead horizon 

compared with the previous round, but remained 

unchanged for the one-year ahead horizon. However, 

manufacturing firms participating in the Reserve 

Bank’s industrial outlook survey expect input cost 

pressures to intensify on account of higher raw 

material costs and salaries in Q2. Input price pressures 

eased in both agricultural and industrial raw materials. 

Nominal growth in rural wages and in organised sector 

staff costs remained muted.

16. Liquidity in the system turned into an average 

daily surplus of ₹66,000 crore (₹660 billion) in early 

June after remaining in deficit during April and most 

of May due to restrained government spending. The 

Reserve Bank injected liquidity of ₹70,000 crore (₹700 

billion) in April and ₹33,400 crore (₹334 billion) in May 

on a daily net average basis under the LAF. It conducted 

two OMO purchase auctions in May amounting to 

₹25,000 crore (₹250 billion) and a US dollar buy/sell 
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swap auction of US$ 5 billion (₹34,874 crore) for a 

tenor of 3 years in April to inject durable liquidity 

into the system. The weighted average call money rate 

(WACR) – the operating target of monetary policy – 

remained broadly aligned with the policy repo rate: it 

traded above the policy repo rate (on an average) by 6 

bps in April, but below the policy repo rate by 6 bps in 

May. The Reserve Bank has announced that it would 

conduct an OMO purchase auction of ₹15,000 crore 

(₹150 billion) on June 13, 2019.

17. Transmission of the cumulative reduction of 

50 bps in the policy repo rate in February and April 

2019 was 21 bps to the weighted average lending rate 

(WALR) on fresh rupee loans. However, the WALR on 

outstanding rupee loans increased by 4 bps as the past 

loans continue to be priced at high rates. Interest rates 

on longer tenor money market instruments remained 

broadly aligned with the overnight WACR, reflecting 

near full transmission of the reduction in policy rate.

18.  Exports were unable to sustain the growth of 11.8 

per cent observed in March 2019; they grew by 0.6 

per cent in April 2019 dragged down by engineering 

goods, gems and jewellery, and leather products. 

Imports grew at a somewhat accelerated pace in 

April 2019 relative to the preceding month, driven by 

imports of petroleum (crude and products), gold and 

machinery. This led to a widening of the trade deficit, 

both sequentially and on a y-o-y basis. Provisional data 

suggest that net services exports in Q4:2018-19 were 

broadly comparable to their level a year ago which bode 

well for the current account balance. On the financing 

side, net foreign direct investment flows were stronger 

in Q4:2018-19 than a year ago. After a sharp recovery 

in March 2019, net foreign portfolio inflows were 

relatively modest at US$ 2.3 billion in 2019-20 in April-

May. While the equity segment received net inflows 

during this period, the debt segment witnessed net 

outflows. India’s foreign exchange reserves were at 

US$ 421.9 billion on May 31, 2019.

Outlook

19.  In the bi-monthly monetary policy resolution 

of April 2019, CPI inflation was projected at 2.4 per 

cent for Q4:2018-19, 2.9-3.0 per cent for H1:2019-20 

and 3.5-3.8 per cent for H2:2019-20, with risks broadly 

balanced. The headline inflation outcome in Q4 at 2.5 

per cent was largely in alignment with the April policy 

projections.

20.  The baseline inflation trajectory for 2019-20 is 

shaped by several factors. First, the summer pick-up 

in vegetable prices has been sharper than expected, 

though this may be accompanied by a correspondingly 

larger reversal during autumn and winter. More 

recent information also suggests a broad-based pick-

up in prices in several food items. This has imparted 

an upward bias to the near-term trajectory of food 

inflation. Second, a significant weakening of domestic 

and external demand conditions appear to have led 

to a sharp broad-based decline of 60 bps in inflation 

excluding food and fuel in April; this has imparted a 

downward bias to the inflation trajectory for the rest 

of the year. Third, crude prices have continued to be 

volatile. However, its impact on CPI inflation has been 

muted so far due to incomplete pass-through. Fourth, 

near-term inflation expectations of households have 

continued to moderate. Taking into consideration 

these factors, the impact of recent policy rate cuts and 

expectations of a normal monsoon in 2019, the path of 

CPI inflation is revised to 3.0-3.1 per cent for H1:2019-

20 and to 3.4-3.7 per cent for H2:2019-20, with risks 

broadly balanced (Chart 1).

21. Risks around the baseline inflation trajectory 

emanate from uncertainties relating to the monsoon, 

unseasonal spikes in vegetable prices, international 

fuel prices and their pass-through to domestic prices, 

geo-political tensions, financial market volatility and 

the fiscal scenario.

22. In the April policy, GDP growth for 2019-20 was 

projected at 7.2 per cent – in the range of 6.8-7.1 per cent 
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for H1 and 7.3-7.4 per cent for H2 – with risks evenly 

balanced. Data for Q4:2018-19 indicate that domestic 

investment activity has weakened and overall demand 

has been weighed down partly by slowing exports. 

Weak global demand due to escalation in trade wars 

may further impact India’s exports and investment 

activity. Further, private consumption, especially in 

rural areas, has weakened in recent months. However, 

on the positive side, political stability, high capacity 

utilisation, the uptick in business expectations in 

Q2, buoyant stock market conditions and higher 

financial flows to the commercial sector augur well 

for investment activity. Taking into consideration the 

above factors and the impact of recent policy rate cuts, 

GDP growth for 2019-20 is revised downwards from 

7.2 per cent in the April policy to 7.0 per cent – in the 

range of 6.4-6.7 per cent for H1:2019-20 and 7.2-7.5 per 

cent for H2 – with risks evenly balanced (Chart 2).

23. The MPC notes that growth impulses have 

weakened significantly as reflected in a further 

widening of the output gap compared to the April 2019 

policy. A sharp slowdown in investment activity along 

with a continuing moderation in private consumption 

growth is a matter of concern. The headline inflation 

trajectory remains below the target mandated to the 

MPC even after taking into account the expected 

transmission of the past two policy rate cuts. Hence, 

there is scope for the MPC to accommodate growth 

concerns by supporting efforts to boost aggregate 

demand, and in particular, reinvigorate private 

investment activity, while remaining consistent with 

its flexible inflation targeting mandate.

24. Against this backdrop, all members of the MPC 

(Dr. Chetan Ghate, Dr. Pami Dua, Dr. Ravindra H. 

Dholakia, Dr. Michael Debabrata Patra, Dr. Viral V. 

Acharya and Shri Shaktikanta Das) unanimously 

decided to reduce the policy repo rate by 25 basis and 

change the stance of monetary policy from neutral to 

accommodative.

25. The minutes of the MPC’s meeting will be 

published by June 20, 2019.

26. The next meeting of the MPC is scheduled during 

August 5 to 7, 2019.
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Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies

This Statement sets out various developmental 
and regulatory policy measures for strengthening 
regulation and supervision; broadening and deepening 
the financial markets; and improving payment and 
settlement systems.

I. Regulation and Supervision

1. Leverage Ratio for Banks

In order to mitigate risks of excessive leverage, the 
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) 
designed the Basel III Leverage Ratio (LR) as a 
simple, transparent, and non-risk-based measure 
to supplement existing risk-based capital adequacy 
requirements. In terms of the framework on LR put in 
place by the Reserve Bank, banks have been monitored 
against an indicative LR of 4.5 per cent. These 
guidelines have served the purpose of disclosures 
and also as the basis for parallel run by banks. The 
final minimum LR requirement was to be stipulated 
taking into consideration the final rules prescribed by 
the Basel Committee by end 2017.

BCBS has since finalized that banks must meet a 
minimum 3 per cent LR requirement at all times 
(Basel III: Finalising post-crisis reforms, December 
2017). Both the capital measure and the exposure 
measure are to be calculated on a quarter-end basis. 
However, banks may, subject to supervisory approval, 
use more frequent calculations (e.g., daily or monthly 
average) as long as they do so consistently.

Keeping in mind financial stability and with a view 
to moving further towards harmonisation with Basel 
III standards, it has been decided that the minimum 
LR should be 4 per cent for Domestic Systemically 
Important Banks (DSIBs) and 3.5 per cent for other 
banks. The instructions in this regard shall be issued 
before end of June 2019.

2. On Tap Licensing of Small Finance Banks

It was notified in the Guidelines for Licensing of 

‘Payments Banks’ and ‘Small Finance Banks’ in the 

Private Sector dated November 27, 2014, that after 

gaining experience in dealing with these banks, the 

Reserve Bank will consider ‘on tap’ licensing of these 

banks.

In the case of Small Finance Banks, license was 

issued to ten such banks. Further, eight of the ten 

Small Finance Banks have also been included in the 

second schedule of the RBI Act, 1934. A review of 

the performance of Small Finance Banks reveals that 

they have achieved their priority sector targets and 

thus attained their mandate for furthering financial 

inclusion. Hence, there is a case for more players to 

be included to enhance access to banking facilities to 

the small borrowers and to encourage competition. It 

is, therefore, proposed to issue the Draft Guidelines 

for ‘on tap’ Licensing of Small Finance Banks by the 

end of August 2019.

It has also been decided that more time is needed to 

review the performance of Payments Banks before 

considering the licensing of this category of banks to 

be put ‘on tap’.

3. Regulatory and Supervisory Framework for Core 

Investment Companies (CICs)

In August 2010, the Reserve Bank introduced 

a separate framework for the regulation of 

systemically important Core Investment Companies 

(CICs) recognising the difference in the business  

model of a holding company relative to other 

non-banking financial companies. Over the years, 

corporate group structures have become more  

complex involving multiple layering and leveraging, 

which has led to greater inter-connectedness to 

the financial system through their access to public 

funds. Further, in light of recent developments, there 

is a need to strengthen the corporate governance 

framework of CICs. Accordingly, it has been decided 

to set up a Working Group to review the regulatory 

guidelines and supervisory framework applicable to 

CICs.
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II. Financial Markets

4. Internal Working Group to Review Liquidity 

Management Framework

The Reserve Bank’s liquidity management framework 

was last reviewed in 2014. While on the whole the 

current liquidity management framework has worked 

well, it has also become somewhat complex. An 

assessment of liquidity position by different market 

participants has varied markedly and is not always in 

sync with the actual systemic liquidity position in the 

economy.

Accordingly, it has been decided to constitute an 

Internal Working Group to review comprehensively 

the existing liquidity management framework and 

suggest measures, among others, to (i) simplify the 

current liquidity management framework; and (ii) 

clearly communicate the objectives, quantitative 

measures and toolkit of liquidity management by the 

Reserve Bank. The Group is expected to submit its 

report by mid-July 2019.

5. Foreign Exchange Trading Platform for Retail 

Participants

With a view to creating market infrastructure 

that would ensure fair and transparent pricing 

for users of foreign exchange (such as Small and 

Medium Enterprise (SME) exporters and importers, 

individuals, etc.), the Reserve Bank in October 

2017, had issued a discussion paper proposing to 

set up a foreign exchange trading platform for retail 

participants that would provide customers with access 

to an electronic trading platform through an internet-

based application on which they can purchase/sell 

foreign currency at market clearing prices. By unifying 

the existing fragmented market microstructure, this 

platform would provide transparency of pricing and 

promote competition among market-makers leading 

to better pricing for all customers, regardless of order 

size. The trading platform has now been developed by 

the Clearing Corporation of India (CCIL) and is being 

tested by users. The platform will be available to users 

for transactions from early August 2019.

The circular on operational guidelines for the platform 

shall be issued by the end of June 2019.

6. Comprehensive Review of Money Market 

directions

A well-functioning money market is a crucial link 

in the chain of monetary policy transmission, apart 

from being a basic necessity for pricing and liquidity 

in other financial markets. The Reserve Bank has 

issued regulations over time covering different money 

market products – call money, repo, commercial paper, 

certificates of deposit and other debt instruments 

with original maturity less than one year, etc. With 

the objective of bringing consistency across products 

in terms of issuers, investors and other participants, 

it is proposed to rationalize existing regulations 

covering different money market products. These 

directions would improve transparency and safety of 

money markets.

A draft Direction on Money Market shall be issued for 

public feedback by the end of July 2019.

7. Retail Participation in the Government Security 

Market

It has been the endeavour of RBI to increase retail 

participation in the government security market. 

In addition to scheduled commercial banks and 

primary dealers, Specified Stock Exchanges approved 

by Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 

have already been permitted to act as Aggregators/

Facilitators to aggregate the bids of their stockbrokers/

other retail participants (through a web-based 

application provided to their clientele) and submit 

a single consolidated bid under the non-competitive 

segment of the primary auctions of Government of 

India securities. It has been decided to also allow 

the Specified Stock Exchanges to act as Aggregators/

Facilitators to aggregate the bids of their stockbrokers/
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other retail participants and submit a single 

consolidated bid under the non-competitive segment 

of the primary auctions of State Development 

Loans (SDLs). The measure will be implemented in 

consultation with the respective State governments.

III. Payment and Settlement Systems

8. Review of Charges for RBI-operated Payment 

Systems

The Reserve Bank levies minimum charges on banks 

for transactions routed through its Real Time Gross 

Settlement System (RTGS) meant for large-value 

instantaneous fund transfers and the National 

Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) System for other 

fund transfers. Banks, in turn, levy charges on  

their customers. In order to provide an impetus to 

digital funds movement, it has been decided to do 

away with the charges levied by the Reserve Bank 

for transactions processed in the RTGS and NEFT 

systems. Banks will be required, in turn, to pass these 

benefits to their customers. Instructions to banks in 

this regard will be issued within a week.

9. Constitution of a Committee to Review the ATM 
Interchange Fee Structure

Usage of Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) by the 

public has been growing significantly. There have, 

however, been persistent demands to change the 

ATM charges and fees. In order to address these, it 

has been decided to set up a Committee involving 

all stakeholders, under the chairmanship of the 

Chief Executive Officer, Indian Banks’ Association 

(IBA), to examine the entire gamut of ATM charges 

and fees. The Committee is expected to submit its 

recommendations within two months of its first 

meeting. The Composition and Terms of Reference of 
the Committee will be issued within a week.
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